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global focus area name and number as well as competency equivalents that are related quote read the quotes for inspiration and to give yourself food for thought 3 what will i find in each fyi chapter competency name and number as well as factor and cluster information to show where it fits in the leadership architect, page 3 the eaton leadership model expands on the expectations of leaders in 4 critical dimensions and 14 leadership competencies the specific skills knowledge and behaviors needed to meet these expectations, leadership and executive development leadership architect suite five driving forces behind competency based development there are many reasons why competencies have become so popular, job description job title general manager shared services operations branch shared services business group operations business group reporting to deputy chief executive shared services location wellington salary range purpose the purpose of this position is to create and execute a clear strategy for the operations business group to ensure, voices is the survey tool that supports the lominger leadership architect competencies this competency set developed by michael lombardo and robert eichinger has been developed from multiple sources including organizations such as the center for creative leadership and the writings of authoritative leadership authors including john kotter james kouzes and barry posner and warren bennis
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